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This, the first exhibition by Paul Coldwell with Long &
Ryle, presents a group of recent small sculptures and
associated prints, which together explore ideas of
journey, absence and loss. The sculptures are very
much thinking models; propositions about how we
might consider landscape, both from an interior
perspective but also as seen from photographs and
from above through the window of an aeroplane. The
prints, developed on screen through the computer
are reconstituted and resolved as physical prints,
most recently as etchings, in order to reinstate their
presence as objects in the world.
As an artist, Coldwell’s practice includes prints, book works, sculptures and installations. He has
exhibited widely, his work included in numerous public collections, including Tate, V&A, British
Museum, the Arts Council of England and Musée d'art et d'histoire, Geneva. He was one of the
invited artists to represent UK at the Ljubljana Print Biennial in 2005 & 1997, selected for numerous
open print exhibitions including the International Print Triennial, Cracow, Northern Print Biennial, Split
Print Biennial, Croatia and Statements, SNAP3, Rheine Germany.
His recent solo exhibitions include A Layered Practice Graphic Work 1993-2012, (a retrospective of
his prints staged by the Universities of Kent and Greenwich), Re-Imagining Scott: Objects & Journeys
at the Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge 2013 and Charms and other Anxious Objects at the
Freud Museum, London 2014. In 2015 earlier this year, Material Things at the University of Bradford,
focused on the relationship between his sculpture and prints.
Paul Coldwell is Professor of Fine Art at the University of the Arts London, based at Chelsea
College of Art.
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